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Exercise 1
In the shop floor of the H2O Chemicals Corp., there are several tasks to be operated and
scheduled for the next day. Each of these tasks has a duration of 1 hour and some of
them cannot be operated simultaneously.
The tasks are: unloading (U) and loading a truck (L), storing test tubes (S), picking (I)
and packing (A) orders, mixing pesticides (M), heating (H), cooling (C) and vaporization
(V) of other chemicals.
Since there is only one loading dock, the processes unloading and loading cannot take
place at the same time. The mixing machine is located next to the loading dock, so that
it cannot be used while any process is operated there. Storing and picking tasks involve
the same vehicle, so they can only be executed after another. There are two employees
working in the storage and dispatching area, each of which can only do one task at a time.
One employee is responsible for unloading and storing items, while the other employee is
in charge of picking and loading processes. Furthermore, cooling and heating require the
same workplace, so that these tasks cannot be done simultaneously. Vaporization is one
of the most dangerous processes in the shop floor. Therefore, the loading dock and the
mixing workplace are the only areas, which may be used during this process.
Considering the given restrictions, the shop floor manager is willing to know, what is the
maximum number of tasks, which can be operated simultaneously.
Additionally, the CEO of the H2O Chemicals Corp. is highly interested in optimal
workflow and minimum working time. What is the minimum amount of time needed to
finish all the given tasks?
State the underlying graph-based problems regarding the questions of the shop floor
manager and the CEO.
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Exercise 2
The department manager of a successful consultant agency has to decide about how to
assign five available employees to five upcoming projects. The projects are characterized by the main aspects they cover. There are two projects focusing on credit issues,
two projects mainly dealing with insurance matters and one composite project involving
problems of both types.
Considering the personnel, there are two employees specialized on credits, whereby one of
them can also manage composite projects. Similarly, there are two employees specialized
on insurances of which one can also manage a composite project. The fifth employee is
qualified to work on all types of projects.
The employees receive a project- and qualification-dependent salary. The credit specialists
earns 400 e per project and the insurance specialists earn 500 e per project. The
allround employee receives 800 e per project. If one of the specialists is assigned to the
composite project, he or she will receive extra 200 e, whereby the allround employee will
receive 300 e in addition in this case.
The department manager is willing to assign the employees to the projects so that the
total costs of personnel are minimal.
(a) Give a graph-based representation of the situation and formulate the problem of
the department manager.
(b) The assignment problem is extended by the facts that employees can work on different projects for certain amounts of their total working hours, projects require
certain amounts of working time and can be assigned to more than one employee.
Each employee is available for 8 h per day and the given salary is paid per hour.
The credit-related projects require 6 h and 4 h of working time and the insurancerelated projects need 5 h and 3 h, respectively. For the composite project, there
are 15 h of working time required.
To which theoretical problem formulation (defined on a network) does this extension
of the assignment problem correspond? Give a graphical representation.
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Exercise 3
Congratulations! Your company SofTech Inc has become one of the leading software
engineering start-ups in Germany! You hired two new colleagues last month and you are
going to move to a new office building with an amazing view over the city.
There are six employees working for you, namely Amy, Barry, Carl, Daniel, Emily and
Freddy. The new building offers three offices with two workplaces each. As the manager,
it is up to you to decide about the assignment of pairs of employees to the new offices.
Almost all pairings of people are possible with two exceptions: the two girls do not like
each other that much, so they should not share an office, and Barry, Carl and Freddy had
a big argument during a project last month, so there should be no office sharing among
these three.
Additionally, you have noticed that neighboring workplaces have an effect on the productivity of certain pairs of employees. You came up with the following productivity scoring:
least productive

most productive

0
1
2
3

Amy and Barry
Amy and Freddy
Daniel and Emily
Barry and Daniel, Amy and Carl, Barry and Emily, Carl and
Daniel, Daniel and Freddy
4 Carl and Emily
5 Emily and Freddy, Amy and Daniel

Your goal is to find an assignment of pairs of employees to offices, which leads to the
maximum total productivity.
(a) Give a graph-based problem formulation.
(b) Consider the feasible pairing: Amy and Barry, Carl and Daniel, Emily and Freddy.
How is it possible to construct another feasible pairing from the given one? Among
the pairings constructed this way, does there exist another one with higher total
productivity?

